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Which Words Are Important?

Which Words Are Important?

Directions:  Rewrite these words and phrases cor-
rectly.

  1. king arthur

    

  2. an English Queen

 

  3. ann brown, president

  
 

  4. smokey bear  

 

  5. judge lawson 

  
  

  6. jumbo, the elephant 

  
 

  7. sir arthur conan doyle 

  

  8. president and mrs lincoln 

  
   

	 To	capitalize	means	 to	write	
the first letter of a word using an 
uppercase letter.
 • Always capitalize the first 

word of a sentence.
 • Capitalize important words	

in names of specific people, 
places, and things.

 • Important words include all 
nouns, pronouns, verbs, ad-
jectives, and adverbs.

 • Unless they are the first 
word of a sentence or title, 
do  not capitalize: a, an, the, 
and, or, but, nor, or short 
prepositions, such as to, of, 
in, on, and at.

 • Capitalize first, last, and 
middle names of people, in-
cluding their initials:

   P.T. Barnum  
   Mary Ann Evans
 • Use periods after a person’s 

initials.
 • Capitalize specific names of 

animals:  Lassie    
    Shamu

 • Capitalize a person’s title if 
it is used immediately before 
a person’s name; otherwise it 
is lowercase.

	 	 	 Dr. Marian Lipinowski is a 
dermatologist.

   An apple a day keeps the 
doctor away.

 • Use a period after a title 
that is abbreviated.

   Dr.   Mrs.  Capt.
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What’s in a Name?
Directions:  Fill in the blanks with names of people, animals, or characters as indicated.

  1. a man  

  2. a woman      

  3. a doctor     

  4. a relative

  5. a teacher  

  6. an author      

  7. an animal     

  8. an athlete

  9. a friend  

10. a cartoon character  

11. another animal  

12. yourself

Directions:  Circle the words that should be capitalized. Add periods where needed.

13. Please join me in welcoming mayor sandra a cummins.

14. Have you met mr peter stone, our next circuit judge?

15. andrew q jorgenson is a professor at the university.

16. prof harlan golfed with dr watson and the governor, thomas j bradley.

17. Why did coach a j brown take the team out for pizza?

18. Have you seen the movie about seabiscuit the racehorse? 

19. In the TV show, “star trek: the next generation,” mr data had a cat named spot.

What’s in a Name?

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Many dictionaries indi-
cate words and phrases 
that should be capital-
ized. When in doubt, 
look it up.
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Be Wise: Capitalize and Italicize

Be Wise: Capitalize and Italicize

Directions:  Supply the titles requested below. Underline 
the titles that should be italicized.

  1. Write the title of the last book you read. 

 
  
  2. Name a local newspaper. 

 
 
  3. What magazine do you enjoy reading? 

 

  4. Name a play. 

 

  5. Write the name of the last movie you saw. 

 

 Capitalize important words 
in titles of 

 • books:   
  Harry Potter and the 

Chamber of Secrets
 • newspapers: 
  Long Island Reporter
 • magazines:  
  Sports Illustrated
 • plays:   
  Romeo and Juliet
 • movies:  
  The Last of the Mohicans

 When you type, use italics 
for titles of books, newspapers, 
magazines, and plays. Since you 
can’t write in italics, underline 
when writing longhand.
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Directions:  Rewrite these titles. Use correct capitaliza-
tion and punctuation. Underline or use quotation marks 
when needed.

  1. song: jingle bells   

 

  2. movie: indiana jones and the temple of doom   

 

 

  3. book: cloudy with a chance of meatballs   

 

  4. newspaper: the boston chronicle   

 

  5. magazine: reader’s digest   

 

  6. article: 101 things you can do to save our planet  

 

 

  7. play: the merchant of venice   

 

  8. story: the emperor’s new clothes   

 

  9. poem: ode to the west wind   

 

10. TV show: ask this old house   

 

Capitalize With Quotation Marks

Capitalize With Quotation Marks

 Capitalize important 
words in the titles of
 • songs:   
  “The Wheels on the 

Bus”
 • poems:  
  “Stopping by Woods on 

a Snowy Evening”
 • stories:  
  “Snow White and the 

Seven Dwarfs”
 • TV shows:  
  “Gilligan’s Island”
 • articles in newspapers 

or magazines:
  “Everything You Always 

Wanted to Know About 
Capitalization”

 • chapters of books:
  “The Worst Birthday”

 Enclose titles of TV 
shows, songs, poems, stories, 
articles, and chapters inside 
quotation marks.
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Directions:  Use an atlas. Write the names of three cities and 
their countries or states for each area on the lines next to the 
map outline. Then place a dot and the corresponding number on 
the map. Find names that sound interesting or unusual. Lima, 
Peru, has been done as an example.

Have You Ever Been to Bologna, Italy?

Have You Ever Been to Bologna, Italy?

	 Capitalize important 
words in the names of

 • cities:   
  Walla Walla
 • counties:
  Milwaukee County
 • states and prov-

inces: 
  Hawaii; 
  Saskatchewan
 • countries:     

Turkey; 
  Republic of Haiti
 • continents:  
	 	 Asia

 Separate the names 
of cities and states 
with commas.	
Barbourville, Kentucky

 Separate the names 
of cities and countries 
with commas. 

   Mexico City, Mexico

 The city of Lima, 
Peru, is the nation’s 
capital.

   South AmeriCA    

1

ASiA

1. 

2. 

3. 

SCAnDinA viA

1. 

2. 

3. 

AuStrAliA

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lima, Peru
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Directions:  Circle the words that should be capitalized.

  1. eun-jung translated the korean story into english and ukrai-

nian.

  2. Would you like to play chinese checkers or michigan rummy?

  3. We ordered a new york-style pizza with spanish olives, ital-

ian sausage, french mushrooms, canadian bacon, bermuda 

onions, mexican peppers, and greek goat cheese.

  4. At the swiss embassy party, guests from several canadian 

provinces met members of the british parliament, several 

german actors, and a polish singer.

  5. Most people in south america speak spanish.

  6. brazil was the only latin american country settled by people 

from portugal, and portuguese is the official language.

  7. My aunt rachel collects persian rugs, arabian horses, and 

mexican pottery.

  8. The egyptian pyramids and the hanging gardens of babylon 

were two of the seven wonders of the ancient world.

  9. When elena researched her family tree, she learned that her 

ancestors included norwegians, swedes, finns, and russians.

10. Many foods we eat include words derived from cities or coun-
tries, such as Turkish taffy, French toast, German rye, and 
Polish sausage. Write the names of other foods that include 
the names of places.

 

 

 

Around the World

Around the World

• Capitalize words 
derived from the 
names of cities, 
states, countries, 
or continents, such 
as races, languages, 
and nationalities.

  Bostonians  
	 	 Texans	 	
  Brazilians  
  French
  Africans   
  Spanish  
  Greek    
  English
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Directions:  Make capitalization corrections to the menu.

What’s on the Menu?

What’s on the Menu?

SPeCiAl of the DA y
denver omelet 

with swiss cheese and canadian bacon

SouP of the DA y
new England clam chowder

tex-mex chili

  SAnD wiCheS:  meatballs on italian bread
   polish sausage on german rye
   philly cheese steak
  SiDe orDerS:  mashed idaho potatoes 
       with real lumps
   french fries
   vidalia onion rings
   boston baked beans
   texas toast
      romaine lettuce salad with 
       russian dressing, bermuda 
       onions, and roma tomatoes
  DeSSertS:  boston cream pie
   french vanilla ice cream
   georgia peach pie
  BeverA geS:  columbian coffee
   english tea
   florida orange juice
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Places, Places

Places, Places

 Capitalize important words in the names of
  • planets:     Saturn    
  • stars:     Alpha Centari
  • galaxies:    the Milky Way
  • mountain ranges:  the Himalayas  
  • valleys:     Pleasant Valley
  • canyons:     Grand Canyon
  • waterfalls:   Bridal Falls   
  • rivers:    Mississippi River  
  • lakes:     Buffalo Lake   
  • volcanoes:   Mount Vesuvius  
  • national parks:   Yellowstone National Park

 Words like mountain and lake are capitalized only when they are part of the name 
of a specific place. 

  We climbed several peaks in the Rocky Mountains and the Appalachian Moun-
tains.

  We climbed several mountains in the Alps and Himalayas.

  We fished in Lake Michigan, Green Lake, and Lake Winnebago.
  We fished in several lakes including Erie, Superior, and Huron.

Directions:  Circle the capitalization errors.

  1. minnesota has 10,000 Lakes.

  2. neptune, uranus, mars, and venus are four of the Planets in our solar system.

  3. among the longest Rivers on earth are the amazon, the nile, and the mississippi.

  4. did you know that earth is in the milky way galaxy?

  5. lake titicaca is located on the border between peru and bolivia.

  6. the huge statue of christ on mount corcovado overlooks rio de janeiro.

  7. thomas jefferson asked lewis and clark to find a water route to the pacific ocean.

  8. meriwether lewis and william clark traveled up the missouri river past the great falls.
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Directions:  Should the underlined words be capitalized? Write 
yes or no on the lines.

  1. Hal lived on a busy street.   

  2. Bonnie bought a bungalow on batman boulevard.   

  3. Maureen lives at route 3, Byron, WI.   

  4. The president lives at 1600 pennsylvania avenue.   

  5. Are they building a new highway outside of town?   

  6. My address is 17 crescent circle.   

  7. Send the rebate form to post office box 5493220356475.   

  8. Would you like to live in Toad Suck, ak?   

  9. I can never remember if ak is the abbreviation for Alaska 

or Arkansas.   

10. Many of the roads in our county need repair.   

Who Lives at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue?

Who Lives at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue?

• Capitalize important 
words	 in	 the	 names	
of streets, avenues, 
boulevards, etc.

	 	
  A v e n u e  o f  t h e 

Americas

• Capitalize words such 
as street, lane, route, 
and avenue only if they 
are part of a specific 
address name.

	 	
  She lived on Prim-

rose Lane.
  He strolled down the 

lane.
	 	
• Capitalize the two-

letter postal abbre-
viations for states. Do 
not use a period.

  Boneyard, AZ
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Directions:  Correct the capitalization errors. 

Which Way?

Which Way?

    10.        11.    12.  

    13.    14.     15.  

  5.

  6.

  2.

  1.

  3.

  4.

  7.   8.

  9.


